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Abstract There has been a significant rise in opinion and talk-based programming
on American cable news channels since the mid-1990s. These news analysis
programs are often politically partisan in their interpretive approach. This article
examines one of the most prominent and popular of these shows, The O’Reilly
Factor using the theoretical tools of structural hermeneutics. The program produces
a radically simple and partisan schema for interpreting the news, but to do so it relies
on the constructed persona of the host, a complex underlying meaning structure
formulated around binary oppositions, and a number of rhetorical techniques. The
show simplifies, but is not itself simple. To simplify the news in a way that suggests
partisan conclusions that still seem relevant rather than cartoonish, individual
episodes and segments of the show frame issues in terms of a meaning structure that
leads strongly to partisan conclusions, but affords an appearance of the reasonable
consideration of diverse views. It is suggested that this kind of deep analysis of
meaning structures is important for making sense of how news analysis programs
and mediated partisanship function as a cultural system.

Keywords Media . News analysis . Structural hermeneutics . Partisanship .

Cultural systems

Every weeknight at 8 p.m. Bill O’Reilly interprets the news. He is the host of The O’Reilly
Factor (TOF), an opinion-based news analysis show on the Fox News cable network. It
has been the ratings powerhouse of the Fox News nightly lineup since 2001 when it
overtook Larry King Live on CNN (Fox News 2009a). In April of 2009 the show
celebrated 100 consecutive months as the most watched show on cable news, averaging
some 3 million viewers a night (Stelter 2009; also see Pew Research Center 2006).
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TOF is the most popularly successful example of the booming news analysis
genre. The genre emerged in tandem with the creation and proliferation of dedicated
cable news channels in the 1990s and early 2000s and the rise of the 24-hour news
cycle (Silvia 2001). One of the ways that cable operators responded to the challenge
of filling 24 hours a day, 7 days a week with national and international news
coverage was by shifting for certain time slots from a focus on reporting the news to
having people talk about the news (Clayman 2005; Ben-Porath 2007; Baum 2003;
Bae 1999). In contrast to traditional television news with its ethos of objectivity and
factual reporting (Tuchman 1972), news analysis engages the host and guests in
opinionated conversations, debates, and arguments about the news. It corresponds
roughly to the editorial side of the news/editorial divide. The striking thing about
these programs taken as individual units is that they are all editorial, all of the time,
and thus they are often exhibit A for demonstrating the rise of infotainment and
partisanship as characteristics of the new media (Kurtz 1997; Schudson 2003;
Clayman 2005; Project for Excellence in Journalism 2007; Ben-Porath 2007; Baum
and Groeling 2008; Delli Carpini and Williams 2001). In this article, I use the
concept of “news analysis program” to define TOF’s genre as opposed to “talk
show” (Project for Excellence in Journalism 2009) because the latter does nothing to
identify the subject of the talking or to identify the specific structural characteristics
of partisan news-based talk, but also because, as I show below, the distinguishing
feature of these shows is their development of interpretive analytic strategies for
making sense of the news. The risk of the news analysis label is that it may create
the impression that there is something objective about the analysis constructed, but
in the context of the argument advanced here that impression seems unlikely.

It is striking how much of the prime time schedule on cable news is now dominated
by news analysis. Turn on Fox News, CNN, HLN (the second CNN channel), and
MSNBC any given evening from seven o’clock until 11 o’clock and news analysis is
what you get: The O’Reilly Factor, Campbell Brown, Hannity, Larry King Live, Nancy
Grace, Countdown with Keith Olberman, The Rachel Maddow Show, Hardball with
Chris Matthews, Issues with Jane Velez-Mitchell, On the Record with Greta van
Susteren, and Lou Dobbs Tonight (as of September 2009)—all news analysis
programs. On the three dominant cable channels—Fox, CNN, and MSNBC—between
6 p.m. and 11 p.m. (again as of September 2009), only 4 hours out of 15 total hours of
programming were dedicated to traditional news.1 The genre represents a high-profile
and quite extreme instance of the trend noted by Schudson towards increasingly
“analytical and judgmental” journalism (Schudson 2003, p. 112), and it has taken firm
hold of the ecosystem of nightly cable news.

How do news analysis programs work? This question appears to have a simple
answer. In the usual format, the host gives an opinionated introduction on some issue
of the day. Following that, a series of guests come in to debate and discuss issues
drawn from the headlines. Usually these programs ensure that there is a mixture of
conflict and consensus between their guests and the host’s partisan political “line”
(Goffman 1963). The apparent simplicity of the host’s stark ideological identification

1 I have classified The Situation Room with Wolf Blitzer, Anderson Cooper 360, Special Report with Brett
Baier, and the FOX Report with Shepard Smith as traditional news programming based on the relative
importance of describing events objectively over interpreting and debating the meaning of those events.
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encourages the view that news analysis programs simply present the news in partisan
accordance with the perspectives and prejudices of their audiences (Morris 2005;
Iyengar and Hahn 2009; Tsfati and Cappella 2003). This concept of partisanship,
however, is underspecified even though it is regularly used in media research,
perhaps because its meaning seems transparent (Coe et al. 2008; Iyengar and Hahn
2009; Webster 2005; Sunstein 2001; Baum and Groeling 2008). But consider the
claim about partisanship and news analysis more closely. What does it actually take
to present the news or interpretations of the news from the audience’s perspective?
Would it be enough for a presenter to sit in front of a camera and read off a list of
events and explain how they confirm the audience’s political and social prejudices?
It is hard to imagine three million people tuning in for this performance. By itself,
“presenting the news from the audience’s perspective” is an insufficient descriptor of
what news analysis shows must do to be watchable. What they in fact do is create
meaningfully charged situations, conflicts, and interpretive dilemmas that are
contrived in such a way that they produce outcomes aligned with a recognizable
political perspective. Partisanship needs to be produced. But the contrivances of its
production—constructing the distinction between a political hack reading a list and a
media hero defending the borders of the sacred—are in fact far from simple.

As I show below, complex dynamics of meaning making are responsible for
producing the reductive simplicity of cable news analysis. These shows construct the
illusion of political victory in an arena of discourse using a variety of meaning
making techniques that connect any given episode to the day’s news, as well as
connecting episodes to each other through the creation of a recognizable interpretive
style that becomes the show’s signature and its identity. News analysis programs are
not themselves simple. Rather, they are complex cultural artifacts that construct and
promote an utterly simple schema for understanding the news: our side is right, the
other side is wrong, always. Stated so baldly, this schema indeed seems cartoonishly
reductive. The challenge for the producers of partisan news analysis programs is to
produce this conclusion in ways that make it seem a plausible interpretive
achievement in any given situation rather than a foreordained conclusion. The
partisan perspective these shows present is a culturally achieved effect, not a pre-
given social fact. The very concept of “the news” involves the simplification and
ordering of the unfolding of life at any given moment—it selects out the things
that purportedly matter most (Gans 1979; Fishman 1980; Schudson 2003). News
analysis takes this even further by incorporating the news into a strong political
interpretation of the broader meanings at play—selecting what matters most and
saying what it means.

This article shows through hermeneutic analysis how one of these shows, The
O’Reilly Factor, produces this kind of internally coherent interpretive schema.

Method

My approach in this article can be usefully specified by drawing a contrast with the
only other scholarly article to take The O’Reilly Factor as its object of analysis.
Conway et al. (2007) develop an analysis of the program and its host in terms of
propaganda analysis, which helpfully identifies the need for “[a] systematic and
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dispassionate approach that focuses on his rhetorical strategy and presentation of
people and ideas” (Conway et al. 2007, p. 198). The framing of their analysis,
however, immediately throws into doubt whether their analysis can fully live up to
this standard. Indeed, their first research question is so loaded that it immediately
suggests the article’s political persuasions: “RQ 1: How do Father Coughlin and Bill
O’Reilly compare in terms of their use of the seven propaganda devices as identified
by the IPA?” (Conway et al. 2007). Whatever one’s motives, beginning with the
question of how one’s object of analysis compares to a notorious anti-Semite and
Nazi apologist does not bode well for dispassionate analysis. My analysis here
attempts to hew more closely to the standard that Conway et al. set out. There are
two even more significant limitations of the Conway et al. study. First, the authors
focus exclusively on one segment of the show, the introductory “Talking Points
Memo” section where O’Reilly addresses the camera directly with a short polemic
on a particular issue. As they recognize but do not address, this segment is
significantly different from the rest of the show. Of all the show’s segments, it is
perhaps the most intentionally argumentative and pointed in its rhetoric. Based on
this kind of sample, it is no wonder that O’Reilly emerges as “bolder and the less
nuanced user of the propaganda devices [compared to Coughlin]” (Conway et al.
2007, p. 215). Their careful analysis of this particular segment of the show is
valuable, but does not in any way represent TOF tout court. This article focuses on
the entire hour-long show, and its more layered patterns of symbolic interaction.
Second, despite a useful turn to systematic rhetorical analysis, Conway et al.’s
analytical approach limits their ability to develop an analysis that recognizes the
complexity of meaning making in the show. Conway et al. show how a structured
play of propagandistic symbols arrayed as oppositional binaries organize O’Reilly’s
argumentation in the 2–3 min Talking Points Memo beginning each show. But the
binary symbolic logic they identify is just one of the elements in the show’s
performance of meanings. Furthermore, the binary structures that Conway et al.
identify—left-wing media, left-wing actors, foreigners, and academics are villains,
Americans, the (Bush-era) US government, and Christians are virtuous—are
fragmentary and partial. There is a broader binary structure at play in the show
that their elements are part of, invisible to them, perhaps, because their unit of
analysis was limited to the introductory segment rather than the whole show. In
brief, there is much more to TOF than their propaganda analysis allows.

My method for this analysis is as follows. I watched the show regularly for a year
between 2004 and 2005 to develop my basic theories and interpretations of how it
works as a meaning structure. I then watched it irregularly so I could further
elaborate, test, and develop these ideas between 2005 and 2009. The examples that I
draw throughout this article are illustrative of this analysis.

The interpretation of the show presented here broadly follows the structural
hermeneutic theory developed by Alexander and Smith in the context of cultural
sociology. They write that, “structuralism and hermeneutics can be made into fine
bedfellows. The former offers possibilities for general theory construction, prediction
and assertions of the autonomy of culture. The latter allows analysis to capture the
texture and temper of social life” (Alexander and Smith 2003, p. 26). I take the
methodological dimension of this theory to be a version of the hermeneutic circle.
For an analysis of a television program, one begins with individual phrases, topics,
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themes, segments, episodes, and other such specific “texts.” Relationships between
these elements are observed and developed into structural theories, that in turn help
to make better, more systematic sense of particulars, which are themselves used in
turn to refine and test one’s structural theories. What an analyst “discovers” using
structural hermeneutics is not so much the eternal truth of a meaning system, but
rather an interpretive representation that is scientifically plausible because it provides
a parsimonious framework for understanding how a meaning system works and why
it produces certain effects and not others. This article uses individual moments from
the show to illustrate structures of meaning and the systemic interplay of different
elements of these structures. Because the media text in question engages in news
analysis rather than traditional objective reportage, it is particularly appropriate for
this kind of analysis. In traditional news programs the basis for believing what is
said, in general, relies on an appeal to objectivity (Tuchman 1972, 1973) and a
concomitant adoption of a dispassionate and straightforward style of presentation.
News analysis, on the other hand, typically disavows any claim to objectivity. The
claims made on these programs, then, are ensconced in a much denser and more
complicated web of cultural techniques for producing what Foucault called “truth-
effects” (Foucault 1980, p. 118). Excavating and making sense of this web requires
techniques that go deep into meanings like structural hermeneutics.

It is worth noting that there is a superficial similarity between this article and its
object, TOF: The show develops an interpretive schema for making sense of the
news that operates in the context of cable news media and conservative politics, and
the article aims at developing an interpretive schema for making sense of the show
that operates in the context of social scientific theories of the media. The key
difference between this article as a meaning system and TOF as a meaning system
lies in the modes of argumentation and criteria of evaluation informing the schemas
that each develops. While this article’s interpretive strategy is hermeneutic,
developing a structural theory on the basis of texts and evidence, as I show in the
conclusion, the interpretive strategy of TOF and, to the extent that it is
representative, news analysis programs more generally, is almost exactly the
opposite of hermeneutic. It is a kind of anti-hermeneutics where facts, the news,
and life itself become subordinated to the interpretive imperatives of a dominant
meaning structure.

My objective here is to develop an analysis of how TOF works as a media text
and as a meaning structure. It is not to explain the show’s popularity or examine
viewer’s responses to the different elements of the show’s structure that I identify.
The structural analysis that I present could be complemented by audience
ethnographies or other similar viewer-side methods, but is not reliant on them. By
the same token, those approaches if they are undertaken in the future should be
enriched by this kind of analysis of how meanings are structured on the show.

Analysis

Airing first in 1996 as The O’Reilly Report, The O’Reilly Factor (TOF) was one of
the flagship offerings of the then new Fox News cable channel. Rupert Murdoch,
founder of the News Corp. international media conglomerate, launched Fox News as
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a corrective intervention into an American media market that he perceived as having
a liberal bias (Auletta 2003; LA Times 1995). His selection of Roger Ailes, a long-
time Republican political consultant, as president of the new channel seems to
confirm this objective. Fox News does not portray itself, however, as an
ideologically right-wing corrective to liberal media bias. Instead, it has promoted
itself from the beginning as “Fair and Balanced” (its trademarked slogan) in contrast
to the rest of the media establishment that has been lost to the left. Fox has
consistently ranked as the most watched cable news channel in America since 2002
by Nielsen averages (Pew Research Center 2004; Project for Excellence in
Journalism 2008). The network’s success was not widely anticipated in 1996. In
particular it seemed to pose little threat to the then mighty CNN. As the LA Times
reported in 1995, “Ted Turner [founder of CNN] said Wednesday he will squash
‘like a bug’ an all-news TV network [Fox News] media magnate Rupert Murdoch
hopes to launch to compete with Turner’s 24-hour Cable News Network” (LATimes
1995). But with its stable of shows based on unapologetic news analysis and opinion
journalism, Fox quickly found an audience and successfully built on it. Its success
had significant effects throughout the cable news ecosystem. As Potter writes,
“FNC’s flashy graphics, frenetic pace and opinionated hosts have spawned imitators
across the spectrum” (2006/7: 78). The dominance of explicitly news-analytic
programming during the prime-time hour on all cable news networks bears out this
influence. Although opinion journalism has a long history, perhaps its dominance on
cable news could aptly be called the “Fox Effect.”

TOF is an important and interesting media text for three main reasons. First, its
audience is huge, averaging 2–3 million nightly viewers in mid-2009 (for reference,
its Nielsen average for the week of September 14, 2009 was roughly four million
viewers). Second, TOF serves as a paradigmatic example of the news analysis genre.
The show’s early entry into the field and tremendous and sustained success has
meant that other networks and anchors have studied the show’s format and often
copied it carefully. O’Reilly himself has become a polarizing icon of the American
media-sphere, and the show is by turns lauded as a breath of fresh air in a liberal
echo-chamber, and vilified as an orchestrated and prolonged propaganda campaign
conducted on behalf of the Republican party. Perhaps the best indication of the
iconic status of TOF is that it has spawned a nightly parody: The Colbert Report on
Comedy Central. This program features Stephen Colbert as the comically right-wing
and nationalist host, whose persona and indeed his entire show are a remarkable and
explicit imitation of TOF for laughs. In this case imitation speaks less to flattery and
more to the fact that TOF represents something culturally distinctive and notable.
Finally, as a paradigmatic case of news analysis, TOF provides an opportunity to
explore how the symbolic and rhetorical complexity of the show can be reconciled
with the notion, “that cable news viewers seek information that coincides with their
own personal political views” (Morris 2005). Neither information nor a news
program corresponds by its essence with a political position. Rather, resonance with
the political preferences of viewers needs to be explained as a creative achievement.
This analysis of TOF shows how much cultural work and complexity hide behind
the verb “coincide” in the above quotation. My argument is that TOF is not itself
simple, but instead is a complex interpretive system that produces a radically
simplified and consistently politicized account of what the news means.
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I have identified four interacting analytical categories that describe the operation
of TOF as a cultural system. They are: the O’Reilly persona, the deep meaning
structure of the show, interpretation dramas, and rhetorical techniques.

The O’Reilly persona

Jorge Luis Borges writes in “Borges and I,” “The other one, the one called Borges, is
the one things happen to. . . . I like hourglasses, maps, eighteenth-century
typography, the taste of coffee and the prose of Stevenson; he shares these
preferences, but in a vain way that turns them into the attributes of an actor” (Borges
1964, p. 246). In a certain sense, TOF is as much about Bill O’Reilly as it is about
the news. He occupies the center of the screen for much of each episode, is at the
center of the explanation and interpretation of every story and issue covered, and the
center of the moral order that animates the show. But what we are talking about is
not Bill O’Reilly himself, but rather the O’Reilly persona, O’Reilly as a mediated
icon. The O’Reilly persona is based on the actual O’Reilly, but his salient
characteristics have been boiled down and clearly specified. More than anyone in
daily life, more than O’Reilly himself, the O’Reilly persona means something.

The best source for discussing the O’Reilly persona is O’Reilly’s self-presentation
in his books. These same patterns of self-representation are repeated regularly
throughout the show. While O’Reilly presents these details autobiographically, here
they are taken as part of the construction of a persona, a hyper-real representation of
self that in Borges’ words, “turns them into the attributes of an actor.”

In his 2000 book The O’Reilly Factor, O’Reilly writes, “Whatever I have done or
will do in this life, I’m working-class Irish American Bill O’Reilly” (p. 5). He
regularly relates details of the straitened circumstances of his youth as a child of
working-class parents. In his book Culture Warrior he tells a story of being on an
author’s panel with liberal comedian and author Al Franken. Franken accused
O’Reilly of having false working class credentials because he went to a private
Catholic high school and college, and even took vacations in Florida as a child.
O’Reilly rose to defend his own origin myth, saying “both my late father and I
worked brutally hard so I could attend a Catholic high school and Marist College,
which was not an expensive school back then. . . . My family did go to Florida
once . . . on a Greyhound bus” (2006, p. 96). He clearly attaches some real
significance to this story, as it also appears in his 2000 book The O’Reilly Factor
(2000, p. 5). O’Reilly’s educational experiences play an important role in persona
building as a further reflection on how class shaped the man. He writes that, “[l]ike
most working-class kids, I first learned about the class system and its rigidity when
I left home in Levittown for the wider world. As a freshman at Marist College . . . I
was like most of my class: ‘ethnic’ instead of old-line WASP, smack-dab in the
middle of the middle class, and a little rough around the edges in social situations”
(2000, p. 7). While O’Reilly was working “brutally hard” to get tuition together,
“some rich students . . . grandstanded about hangovers in Spain and sexy nights
beside the canals in Venice” (2000, p. 6). Indeed, “far from being Ivy League
material,” neither O’Reilly nor his friends could, “dress as well as a Princeton
Tiger or hold up our end of a conversation about regattas” (2000, p. 7). This
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emphasis on his humble origins helps to contextualize O’Reilly’s later educational
and financial success, and protect the O’Reilly persona from pollution by
association with the delegitimized elite. Rather than money, success, and masters
degrees from Boston University and Harvard spoiling the working class O’Reilly
image, they are part of a narrative of meritocratic success despite the connivance of
elite-dominated social structures against him. O’Reilly’s relation of his career—
beginning with local news, then on to CBS and ABC news, then to anchoring
Inside Edition, then, triumphantly to Fox and the top of the world of cable news—
follows this format exactly, through tales of constant struggle and personal
achievement despite the best efforts of malicious bosses and other adversaries.
None of this takes O’Reilly away from his roots. Rather, his position at the height
of the world of mass-media provides him with the opportunity to lead the media
elites back to the value-system where they ought to have been all along. O’Reilly
writes, “journalists in all media should go back to working-class sensibilities and
values” (O’Reilly 2000, p. 191). And the O’Reilly persona is there to lead the way.

The O’Reilly persona involves a distinctive performative style. He is a hard-
charging interviewer, who admits to being overly rough at times, though always in
the service of truth (O’Reilly 2006, p. 103). He regularly reminds viewers that he
does not accept “spin” or “bloviating” on his show—at the beginning of the show,
O’Reilly often reminds viewers and interviewees of this with a warning, “Caution:
you are about to enter the No-Spin Zone.” The O’Reilly persona presents himself as
a devotee of facts and reason. He takes obvious pride in his ability to close an
interview by bringing the light of reason down hard, if bluntly, on his opponent. For
example, in an interview with Alan Light of Spin magazine who was defending
rapper Eminem, the dialogue went like this:

Light: He’s not being rewarded for being a good person. He’s being rewarded
for his artistry and for the writing on the records he makes. Millions of people
have bought them …
O’Reilly: Well, let me just tell you, Mr. Light. Mein Kampf also sold millions
of copies. Thanks for being here (O’Reilly 2001, p. 41).

What could be more definitive a rejection of an appeal to popular legitimization
than a Hitler connection?

O’Reilly regularly mentions the fact that he is a big man, 6′4″, 200 lb (O’Reilly
2006, p. 103, 155; O’Reilly 2000) who knows how to handle himself in a fight. He
tells us that, as a youth, he “got into a number of fights after telling white guys to
shut up about blacks” (O’Reilly 2000, p. 158). This reminder of his physicality
provides depth to the representation of the O’Reilly persona’s fearless interviewing
style. The O’Reilly persona is a man who speaks truth to power—the subtitle of his
2001 book captures this sense: Confrontations with the Powerful and Famous in
America—and this in turn adds depth to the construction of the romance of
O’Reilly’s resistance to the enemies who encircle him. He constantly reminds
viewers of the hatred that the secular-progressive movement has for him. They view
him as a, “fascist, a bully, a terrible human being in every way” (2006, p. 143). This
hatred becomes a token for the unique challenge that O’Reilly poses to their liberal
agendas and programs. He relates an adventure where he went to the premiere of
George Clooney’s movie Good Night and Good Luck about crusading journalist
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Edward Morrow and, “decided to take a bodyguard” (2006, p. 155), a symbolic
assertion that in a crowd of liberal elites O’Reilly was entering enemy territory
where he was so hated that violence might have ensued.

The O’Reilly persona is a traditionalist who loves the truth more than he loves
dogma: “a lot of the time I was challenging the prevailing wisdom because my sense
of justice or truth was outraged. That outrage became my passion . . . and my
vocation. Today I get paid a healthy sum for pursuing that passion on national
television in prime time” (2000, p. 2). This means a willingness to take on even
conservative shibboleths, represented in a number of idiosyncratic positions that
O’Reilly takes in his show that demonstrate that he is no ideologue. He writes,
“[a]nd then there’s me. While I am, perhaps, the strongest traditionalist voice on the
FNC [Fox News Channel] team, my perspective does not translate into conservative
ideology. As anyone who watches The Factor knows, we scrutinize all the powerful
all the time . . . We are watchdogs, not lapdogs.” He continues, noting a number of
important issues where he came down in an unexpected way because his
commitment to truth and justice always trump his allegiance to political orthodoxy.
“As for the liberal side,” he writes, “I defended John Kerry in the Swift Boat
controversy, sided with the Florida judge in the Terri Schiavo mess, and told the hard
right they had it wrong about Dan Rather” (2006, p. 62). His willingness to cut
against the grain of ideology likewise extends to things like O’Reilly’s rejection of
the death penalty. O’Reilly relates an interview with George W. Bush where this
idiosyncratic legitimacy was on full display. Given Bush’s claim that Jesus Christ
was one of his guiding political philosophers, O’Reilly asked the then Governor,
might not somebody say, “Gee, if Governor Bush is so influenced by Jesus Christ,
how can he support the death penalty so avidly, because Jesus would not have”? He
proudly notes that at this moment, Mr Bush’s eyes widened “just a tad” (2001, p.
102). It is worth noting that O’Reilly justifies his opposition to the death penalty
largely on the basis of reason, a key signifier for him. “I am against the death
penalty”, he writes, “because I feel it is too lenient a punishment. . . . I’ve got a
better idea. A punishment more appropriate—and much more terrifying—for [the
Oklahoma City bomber Timothy] McVeigh and others who commit crimes against
humanity” (2001, p. 104). His proposed punishment is hard labor in an Alaskan
federal prison, with the potential for plentiful solitary confinement if the killers and
rapists attempted to resist their “life of harsh servitude” (2001, p. 105). He also
agrees with the notion that the death penalty is too risky because of the possibility of
mistakes, and because “the facts”—another key signifier for the O’Reilly persona—
back up a deterrence model (2001, p. 105). These idiosyncratic positions lend
credence to the claim that O’Reilly is a traditionalist committed to truth, justice,
reason, and facts rather than a purist conservative ideologue.

The O’Reilly persona is even irreverent about O’Reilly himself. The above
characterization has not yet captured this self-deprecatory streak. At the end of the
show, for example, he tells his viewers with a characteristic grin, “No bloviating;
that’s my job.” This mild form of self-ironizing runs throughout his books and show,
as in The O’Reilly Factor when he writes that teenagers are, “usually willing to share
that knowledge with us, unasked. (Just like me, come to think of it.)” (2000, p. 141).
These moments help to provide the air of normal life to the O’Reilly persona,
humanizing and rounding out the character, and making him both more believable
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and likeable. In his youth, he tells us, O’Reilly “was a dancing machine” (2000, p.
101). These moments of humility and humor help to pierce the otherwise potentially
arrogant and overbearing performative style of the O’Reilly persona. They make him
a more supple symbolic figure than, for example, the embittered partisanship and
near constant anger of the host that follows O’Reilly, Sean Hannity.

It is also an element that Colbert tellingly omits from his parody of the O’Reilly
persona—its excess of the parodic frame presented by Colbert helps to identify this
self-ironizing as a feature of the O’Reilly persona that help viewers forget that what
they are watching is indeed a mediated construction. These details of idiosyncrasy
and humility taken together with the pervasively present themes of strength, folk-
legitimacy, and a no-spin approach underpin the performative success of the
O’Reilly character as a coherent anchor for the show. Horton and Wohl write in
“Mass Communication and Para-Social Interaction” that “[o]ne of the striking
characteristics of the new mass media—radio, television, and the movies—is that
they give the illusion of face-to-face relationship with the performer” (1956, p. 215).
But this incorrectly assumes the face-to-face as the ideal-typical relational situation
that mediated relationships might seek to emulate. Fifty years on, we can notice in
things like the O’Reilly persona the ways that para-social interactions with media
characters can have a distinctive identity and dynamic that in some ways exceeds the
face-to-face. The para-social situation that they describe does not approximate the
face-to-face so much as it creates the basis for a new form of mediated intimacy
where the characters we interact with on screen attain a kind of hyper-real status
where all of their attributes are starkly noticeable and coherently integrated. As
Horton and Wohl note:

[t]he persona may be considered by his audience as a friend, counselor,
comforter, and model; but unlike real associates, he has the peculiar virtue of
being standardized according to the ‘formula’ for his character and
performance which he and his managers have worked out and embodied in
an appropriate ‘production format.’ Thus his character and pattern of action
remain basically unchanged in a world of otherwise disturbing change (1956,
p. 217).

As this suggests, we can just as easily imagine our relationships with characters
from television or movies providing an ideal of clarity and identity that we can only
ever approximate in the world of face-to-face complexity and social confusion. This
identity, however, is not achieved in the same way as identities in face-to-face
interactions. As Horton and Wohl claim, they are formulated and constructed
through a “production format.” Whatever intimacy we may experience with
mediated personae is best explored through the details of this formatted production
and construction of a robust and coherent symbolic system that results in a reliably
recognizable persona. Horton and Wohl helpfully formulate this technical and
constructed nature of the persona as a media artifact, writing that the, “persona’s
image, while partial, contrived, and penetrated by illusion, is no fantasy or dream;
his performance is an objectively perceptible action in which the viewer is
implicated imaginatively, but which he does not imagine” (1956, p. 216). As a
semiotic construct, The O’Reilly persona provides the substrate for the presumed
extension of the audience’s imagination. O’Reilly’s objectively perceptible on-screen
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performances are imaginatively fused into an identity, a persona, by the viewer making
social sense of the performances they see. That imagined person, that persona, provides
a relational point of access to the show—if we know a party to a dispute, it matters to us
much more—but we cannot lose sight of the fact that the contours of the familiar
O’Reilly persona are determined as part of a system of meanings. Honest, working class
roots, the courage to speak truth to power, a commitment to truth and facts over ideology
and spin, these features of the O’Reilly persona produced and reinforced by countless
objective performances do not exist alone, but in echoing reinforcement with the other
dimensions of the cultural system of the show.

Deep meaning structure

On any given episode of TOF, O’Reilly and his guests could be talking about almost
anything: immigration, health care, protests, music, art, governmental oversight,
newspapers, etc. Over the course of the show, thousands of topics have been
covered, many on multiple occasions. So far, this description could easily point
towards an incoherent cacophony, but despite this wide coverage area, TOF is able
to maintain a coherent voice and perspective. The best way to explain this
achievement is through the concept of deep structures of meaning. Alexander and
Smith provide a model for this in their “Discourse of American civil society,” writing
that “beneath narrative there lie structures of a more basic kind which organize concepts
and objects into symbolic patterns and convert them into signs” (Alexander and Smith
1993, p. 156). They argue that binary cultural structures of the form democratic/
counter-democratic organize American civil discourse. Binary relations of this form
generate evaluative meanings when events can be associated with typified codes—
such as Open vs. Secret or Citizen vs. Enemy—that are themselves charged with
sacred or polluted meanings. Applying this theoretical framework to TOF, any given
segment will be about a particular topic, say the conservative march against President
Obama’s health care reform agenda in September 2009. The topic, however, is
relevant in the context of the show not just because it is in the news, but also because
of how the program constructs a typified relationship to the deeper, morally-laden
themes and tensions comprising the show’s enduring preoccupations. So on TOF, the
protests were connected to the struggle between individual rights and the over-
reaching federal government (little guy vs. system, discussed below) and liberal media
bias against the protesters (fairness vs. media bias, also discussed below). By ascribing
these typified binary positions to the event, TOF established an interpretive frame for
it that pre-loaded the outcome (who roots for the system vs. the little guy?) even as it
extended and intensified the meaning of the event by connecting it with overarching
and enduring patterns of value-conflict.

The deep meaning structure of TOF can be most parsimoniously represented as a
set of binary codes of the form sacred vs. polluted, as summarized in Table 1.

This list is perhaps not exhaustive, but it provides a versatile and parsimonious
analytic framework for identifying how meaning is structured on TOF from topic to
topic, show to show, and year to year. These binary meaning structures operate in
two key areas. First, they establish a tactical rhetorical framework for any given
segment, where the principal task for O’Reilly becomes the creation of an
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Table 1 Deep meaning structure of TOF

traditional vs. progressive The broad political framing on TOF. Traditional usually aligns
with conservative and Republican, progressive (often secular
progressive and even more ubiquitously “far left” usually with
liberal and Democratic)

little guy vs. the system Thematic interest in individual heroism and virtuous struggle in
defense of country, traditional values, individual rights, etc.,
usually against bureaucracy or the government

folks vs. elites The folks (discussed further below) are constructed as an imagined
right of center populace of ordinary people trying to live their
lives despite the interference and meddling of governmental elites,
media elites, and other, usually liberal, elites

rational vs. ridiculous The legitimate way to make a point, according to TOF is through
muscular, fact-based argumentation and discourse. Debate, in
particular, is seen as a powerful way to prove whose ideas are
more powerful. On the other hand, name-calling, dodging
questions, the politics of outrage, and demonstrations are often
deemed ridiculous. Of all the binary codes presented here, this
seems the most precarious because O’Reilly himself with some
regularity yells at his guests, and has even kicked them off the
show. Nevertheless, it persists as one of the most prevalent and
explicit ways that O’Reilly interprets events, and one of the best
ways to demean the opposition—by identifying them as ridiculous
because of their outrageous abandonment of what in TOF are
considered to be the basic parameters of truth-telling and reason

American vs. un/anti-American Opposed to either foreign nations or persons who wish America or
Americans harm and to Americans who are ashamed of their
country or speak out against it or its patriotic institutions,
particularly national security institutions

open discourse vs. secrecy/silence Opposition is between those who engage in debate and answer
often tough questions vs. those who avoid debate and attempt to
“reframe” questions rather than answering them directly. A
characteristic signifier emerging from this code is O’Reilly’s
praise for those with whom he disagrees but who come on the
show anyway. E.g., “All right, now Mr. Chretien, I respect you
for coming on the program because you knew this wasn’t
going to be an easy ride” (Media Matters 2005aa)

facts vs. political spin Strongly connected to the rational vs. ridiculous code. O’Reilly
regularly uses the trope of “The No Spin Zone” to refer to his
show. “This is it,” he writes, “we’re on live in the No Spin Zone.
It’s a nightmare place for charlatans and deceivers. But it’s a
great place for you and everybody else who believes in truth,
common sense, and decency. . . . In the No Spin Zone
rationalizations are scorned, lies are rejected, and equivocations
are mocked” (2001: 1). The opposite of spin is “facts,” which
O’Reilly usually has prepared well in advance of a segment in
order to buttress a particular interpretation. Unless O’Reilly’s
interlocutor has similarly marshaled facts, then they are spinning.
A debate between O’Reilly and Whoopi Goldberg captures this:

O’Reilly: But your opinion is a little bit more heard than
somebody—than Sally in Charlotte, North Carolina

Goldberg: No different than yours

O’Reilly: No, but I back mine up all day long with facts and
everything else
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association between one side of a given issue and one pole of a binary.
Argumentation on the show is less a free forum for consideration of ideas, and
more a set of maneuvers around totally unambiguous poles of various binaries
(discussed further in the rhetoric section below). Second, they guide the selection of
topics covered on the show. As a news analysis program, TOF is free to determine
which issues from the news will make the broadcast. The more closely an issue
conforms to the moral logic of one or more of these binaries, the more likely it will
be covered, perhaps on multiple occasions. Often the issues chosen allow O’Reilly
easily to line-up the conservative or Republican side of an issue with the sacred pole
of the binary, while the Democratic, liberal, or far-left side of the issues covered
usually lines up with the polluted side, and the tactical task then becomes a simple
matter of making that association explicit. A list of the first three segments of each
show for the week of September 21–25 (see Table 2) provides a fine example of this,
though any other week would work equally well.

This kind of analysis of the patterning of segments and perspectives can be
extended seamlessly from the first three segments to all segments for any given
show, and for 1 week to the entire run of TOF. As its name implies, the deep
structure of the show persists outside of the rapid flow of news cycles and events.
This analytic framework does not always map topics exactly and there are infrequent
but regular segments that don’t fit this framework at all—O ‘Reilly’s 2007 interview
with Paul Anka for example. Nevertheless, this structural theory of meanings on
TOF captures a critical dimension of how meaning is made on the show in the
movement between events and typified, moralized, and enduring interpretive codes.

Interpretation dramas

Deep structures of meaning provide a kind of script for what TOF is ultimately
about. But this depth only matters insofar as it is successfully represented on screen.
Alexander (2004) identifies this as the challenge of mise-en-scène, of staging the text
so that it becomes a meaningful performance. In the case of TOF, and of news
analysis programs in general, this staging takes a paradigmatic form: the interpretation

Goldberg: But you know what? Your opinion is your opinion.
And if you want to go . . .

O’Reilly: Based on facts. (Fox News 2007a)

fairness vs. media bias The broad framing of TOF’s ongoing interest in issues related to the
media, media control, individual and structural biases in coverage
that favor progressive causes and hinder conservative causes

brave/strong vs. cowardly/weak Often supplements other binary codings, e.g., the cowardly
un-American, the brave traditionalist, etc.

a I draw on a number of transcripts of the show made available by Media Matters for America, a partisan
opposition research outfit that targets Fox News and often Bill O’Reilly. I do not follow their analysis, and
merely use their transcripts as a readily available and textually accurate source for demonstrating how the
show works more generally. The majority of the transcripts that I use are either from the TOF’s related
websites or transcribed directly from episodes

Table 1 (continued)
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Table 2 TOF binary associations

Date & segment title Binary association & segment description

Monday Sept. 21, 2009

Pres. Obama’s Sunday morning circuit traditional vs. progressive

fairness vs. bias

brave vs. cowardly

folks vs. elites

Discusses President Obama’s decision to visit all of the
Sunday morning television talk shows except for Fox
News. Analysis of why Fox was passed over (because it
has criticized Obama), and criticism of Obama for missing
an opportunity to speak to the ordinary Americans that
choose Fox over the other, more elite-centric channels

Analysis of Obama’s media blitz fairness vs. bias

Analyzes the performance of the hosts of the talk shows on
which President Obama appeared

CIA interrogators in the crosshairs American vs. un/anti-American

little guy vs. system

facts vs. political spin

Focuses on the patriotic motivations of CIA interrogators and
their persecution by President Obama and the Justice
Department. Argues that such persecution is even worse
because it is a political calculation designed to please the
“far left.”

Tuesday, Sept. 22, 2009

A growing crisis in Afghanistan? American vs. un/anti-American

traditional vs. progressive

tough/strong vs. cowardly/weak

Argues that the “far left” is pressuring President Obama to
pull out of Afghanistan, threatening to weaken the
President and America, and embolden “terrorists.”

Is rudeness in discourse hurting the USA? rational vs. ridiculous

traditional vs. progressive

Newt Gingrich refutes the notion that America is increasingly
polarized by a rising viciousness on the right. Rather, he
argues, liberals started it with Reagan and George W. Bush,
and their outrage is selective. O’Reilly agreed that both sides
were equally to blame (thus limiting a potentially damaging
association of the conservative side with the ridiculous and the
liberal side with the rational), noting that, “You win [the
debate] with the facts. You don’t win it by calling people
names. You don’t win it by disrupting and being disrespectful
to the president of the United States even if you disagree with
them” (Fox News 2009b)

The ups and downs of the Obama
press tour

as above (“Pres. Obama’s Sunday Morning Circuit”)

Wednesday, Sept. 23, 2009

Calls for Congress to investigate ACORN traditional vs. progressive

fairness vs. bias
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drama. In an interpretation drama, the host and one or more guests debate, argue, or
discuss what some event, situation, or idea in the news means. Although in a way they
are the most obvious feature of these shows—if one watches an episode of TOF nearly
the entire time is taken up by watching people engage in these kinds of interactions—
interpretation dramas cannot be taken as a neutral or self-evident. It is through this
intimately familiar form of social interaction that the O’Reilly persona and the deep
meaning structures of the show are brought to bear and brought to life.

The form of the interpretation drama differentiates TOF from O’Reilly giving a
speech about his views (which he also does, but only for the first two or three
minutes of each episode) in two main ways. First, it creates a familiar social interface
for the potentially abstract or alienating practice of interpretation. Viewers of TOF
are all familiar with arguments and the informal rules that govern them. Staging the

Table 2 (continued)

Date & segment title Binary association & segment description

Associates of ACORN, “left-wing” community organization,
were caught on tape giving advice on violating the law and
avoiding taxes. A number of segments during the week
associate ACORN with liberal politics more generally, and
Democratic party politicians. They have a secondary focus
on biased media coverage, with purportedly liberal news
organizations ignoring the issue

Reaction to the Factor’s ACORN expose As above (“Calls for Congress to investigate ACORN”)

Obama implores UN for help on terror American vs. un/anti-American

Argues that “most people at that United Nations speech
today are more than happy to accept Iran having a nuclear
weapon.”

Thursday, Sept. 24, 2009

Obama, nukes and Afghanistan American vs. un/anti-American

Abercrombie & Fitch sued over
dress policy

little guy vs. system

Discusses a woman’s lawsuit against Abercrombie & Fitch
on the grounds that they refused her employment because
she wears a headscarf

Indoctrination of school students and
explicit breast cancer awareness ad

traditional vs. progressive

little guy vs. system

Discussion of two issues, one a video of a teacher having
her class sing an anthem to President Obama, the other
(positively) assessing the morality of the imagery in a
breast cancer awareness ad

Friday, Sept. 25, 2009

The lies of Iran… exposed American vs. un/anti-American

More accusations of ACORN funds
misappropriation

As above (“Calls for Congress to investigate ACORN”)

Muslims gather in DC to change
perceptions

American vs. un/anti-American

The segment supports the mass gathering of Muslim-
Americans protesting terrorism

http://www.billoreilly.com/show?action=tvShowArchive, accessed 1 October 2009
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interpretation of the news as an argument thus makes it readily accessible. What
TOF presents is an only incrementally more formal interaction than one might
experience at work or at home when fighting about the meaning of something. This
leads to the second feature of the interpretation drama, the drama piece as it were.
The argument form on the show encourages a competitive framing with a winner
and a loser. Framing interpretive dynamics as a matter of victory or defeat gives
added significance and dramatic force to the interaction. This is particularly so when
the O’Reilly persona, totem of the forces of traditionalism, engages with some
representative of progressivism or the situation is otherwise linked to deeply felt and
salient binaries from the deep structure of the show. If you really feel strongly about
the confrontation between Americans and anti-Americans, then an argument where
one side represents what to you is sacred, and the other what to you is polluted, then
the outcome of the argument is highly dramatic because its meaning matters so
much. By staging interpretation as drama, the show aims to make its determinations
of meaning matter more to the audience.

The argumentative form of the interpretation drama also has an elective affinity
with one of the meta-features of the binary structure of meaning on the show: its
fundamentally oppositional logic (as the “X vs. Y” format used above suggests). The
framing of culture war, good guys and bad guys, interpretive struggle, right and
wrong, winning and losing are pervasive on TOF and contribute to a pattern of
representing the world in terms of perpetual conflict. O’Reilly captures this
polemical interpretive style in his book Culture Warrior:

[I have] chosen to jump into the fray and become a warrior in the vicious
culture war that is currently under way in the United States of America. And
war is exactly the right term. On one side of the battlefield are the armies of the
traditionalists like me, people who believe the United States was well founded
and has done enormous good for the world. On the other side are the
committed forces of the secular-progressive movement that want to change
America dramatically (2006, p. 2).

Staging the show through interpretation dramas draws on and reproduces this
conflictual logic. It also draws on the related reductive logic, where complexity is
reduced to stark, two sided confrontation. Take, for example, O’Reilly’s radical
reduction of the complexity of the contemporary American media landscape:

And then there’s the denigration of the protesters who go out to the tea parties
and this and that. When you have … people looking down their nose at these
people calling them Nazis and all of this crazy stuff, there seems to be in the
country now almost a media war, there’s almost war between Fox News and
talk radio on one side, The New York Times and the liberal networks on the
other side (The O’Reilly Factor, 18 September 20092).

This framing of “media war” relies entirely on a characteristic polemical logic and
an approach that insists that actors are on one side or the other, without great
toleration for nuanced, ambiguous, or differently framed positions.

2 Citations in this format (The O’Reilly Factor date) are transcripts directly from the show made by the
author.
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The success of the interpretation drama as the paradigmatic staging for news
analysis programs can obscure its contrived and constructed character. To recover
the sense of this staging not as a natural occurrence but as an active contribution to
the show as a meaning system, one need only consider the alternatives. Why
interpretation dramas? Why not, for example, use the format from programs with a
less opinionated style that still deal with interpretation like an interview between an
anchor who attempts to remain neutral and a guest who responds with their
interpretation of the news? This, after all, is the format of Larry King Live and other
old style analysis programs where the guests do the interpreting and the hosts do the
questioning. The foregoing analysis shows how the interpretation drama format draws
on and contributes to the broader structures of meanings on the show. It is not an
arbitrary staging, but one that corresponds with other elements of the program. It would
be hard to imagine, for example, the development of the combative and morally sure
O’Reilly persona simply to submerge it beneath a veneer of journalistic neutrality or
avuncular, Larry King-style chats. It would be likewise hard to integrate a moral
universe predicated on abiding binary oppositions of our American civil life and the
logic of polemical struggle with this kind of dispassionate interviewing style. The
achievement of a coherent meaning system in TOF relies on these sorts of systemic
affinities and interactions between each of its parts. The staging of the show through
interpretation dramas does its bit to echo and intensify the cultural effect of the whole.

Rhetorical techniques

The same systematic integration applies to the rhetorical techniques employed on the
show. What I mean by rhetorical techniques are the recurring logical and argumentative
devices employed to bridge between events and deep meaning structures on the one
hand, and to associate actors with either the sacred or the polluted dimensions of the
binaries on the other. There are six key rhetorical features employed on TOF: the
elenchus, metonymy, genre, affective appeals, catch phrases, and thematic patterns.

The elenchus

During the interpretation dramas that make up the bulk of the show, O’Reilly often
endeavors to win the argument by showing how the other side makes claims that are
aligned with the polluted and thus wrong side of the binary. In this, he precisely
follows the argumentative form of the elenchus: Socrates’ method for winning
arguments (though see Scott 2002 on the extent to which this really amounted to a
method). The elenchus takes the form of a series of questions posed to an
interlocutor during a dialogue. Robinson (1953) writes,

‘Elenchus’ in the wider sense means examining a person with regard to a
statement he has made, by putting to him questions calling for further
statements, in the hope that they will determine the meaning and the truth-
value of his first statement. Most often the truth-value expected is falsehood;
and so ‘elenchus’ in the narrower sense is a form of cross-examination or
refutation (p. 7).
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This argumentative method aims to reveal through questions the broader and usually
flawed implications and assumptions that a particular argument requires. Vlastos (1982)
shows how the elenchus operates as a technique of refutation. Socrates asks
Thrasymachus about subject A. Thrasymachus defines A with hypothesis B. Socrates
then asks him a series of questions in order to produce a secondary claim or position
C. He then demonstrates that C is inconsistent with hypothesis B, which is then
rejected as a definition of A, and another is sought. In schematic form:

A: Justice
B: Justice is the advantage of the stronger
C: Sometimes the strong identify things that they think are to their advantage, but

they are wrong; good leadership, however, can be taught, leading to advantage.

B and C are incompatible because C indicates that there is something beyond strength
that makes even the advantageous application of strength possible. Therefore B cannot
be correct because to secure an advantage strength is not enough.

This technique usually works on TOF by showing through questions that
O’Reilly’s interlocutor not only has made an invalid interpretation, but that they do
not even agree with themselves. The ultimate goal is to show that their views are
incompatible with the sacred pole of one or more of the show’s binary meaning
structures and aligned with a polluted pole. O’Reilly’s 2005 interview with Todd
Chretien, author of a San Francisco proposition banning military recruiting in
schools provides a good example. Schematically, Chretien’s position and explanation
for it are as follows:

A: Ban military recruiting in San Francisco schools
B: Banning recruiting makes a statement against the war in Iraq.

What O’Reilly does through the entire interview is to assert as proposition C—
which undercuts the justification provided in B, and thus also the validity of A—that
by banning recruiting, “you and your ilk have insulted every single military person
in this country because, as you know, they’re not responsible for the war in Iraq.
That’s a political decision.” Chretien then argues against this position by asserting
that B is in fact in support of the troops, because ending the war would mean the
troops could come home:

“CHRETIEN: That’s why we think they should come home now to stop . . .
O’REILLY: No, [the proposition is] not about coming home. Hey, you want
coming home, put coming home on the proposition.”

The remainder of the interview then becomes obsessed with this struggle—
whether or not the proposition insults or supports the troops. O’Reilly again:

I . . . respect the fact that you dissent from the war in Iraq. It’s not about the
war in Iraq. And if you wanted a proposition on the war in Iraq, you should
have put one on there. But you have to understand, sir, that this is a slap in the
face to the U.S. military. This is a volunteer army. These men and women are
putting their lives on the line to protect us.

Socrates had it relatively easy when it came to step C of the elenchus because
Plato made sure that his interlocutors would ultimately consent to the demise of their
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own argument. The elenchus of TOF rarely has such a neat conclusion. But it is neat
enough. By tacitly accepting the premise of the interview that the fundamental
question about his resolution was whether it insulted or supported the troops,
Chretien fell into a classic Socratic trap of arguing on the weakest flank of his
position. He had lots of strong criticisms about the war in Iraq, but ended up
focusing on whether a proposition to ban recruiting had an anti-military dimension
to it. Why was this the case? Why did Chretien not simply acknowledge that his
proposition did indeed challenge the militaristic logic of recruiting schoolchildren,
potentially insulting some members of the military, in order to take a stand against
the ongoing calamity caused by that militarism in Iraq? It seems from the interview
that he did not because he recognized the rhetorical significance of the sacrality of
the troops, and that if his proposition did “insult every single military person in this
country,” regardless of its other merits he would have lost the argument badly, at
least in the context of TOF. This strategy certainly drives O’Reilly’s performance.
He urgently insists that the matter is not about Iraq and refuses to engage on the
subject of Iraq. Engaging on the question of the Iraq war was in 2005 an
extremely ambiguous and complicated issue, with lots of different views and
conflicting perspectives. If O’Reilly acknowledged that Chretien’s proposition
was really about Iraq, then the outcome would have been at best equally
ambiguous. But by making the question whether the proposition was against the
troops, the matter of interpretation became much less complex from O’Reilly’s
point of view. All he had to do to discredit Chretien’s proposition was to show
that:

C: The proposition did more to insult members of the military than to oppose the
war in Iraq.

This puts Chretien, his proposition, the San Francisco city council, and “the far-
left,” as O’Reilly claims later in the interview, on the wrong side of the binary
structuring of meaning on the show. If the proposition offends the troops, and the
troops are sacred, the proposition cannot be right—in the logic of the elenchus on
TOF. (All quotations are from The O’Reilly Factor November 14, 2005).

Metonymy

Geertz has written on the “explanatory power of setting sui generis phenomena in
echoing connection” (1983, p. xi). Metonymy, as used on TOF, draws on a related
principle: the explanatory power of symbolic association (as opposed to similarity
which is metaphor). Jakobson’s classic essay on metonymy, “Two Aspects of
Language and Two Types of Aphasic Disturbances,” articulates the differences
between metonymic and metaphoric speech, and connects these to two different
language pathologies, aphasia affecting linguistic combination and aphasia affecting
linguistic selection. Metaphor is characteristic of the first category. This sort of
aphasia erodes the ability to combine words into sentences but not the ability to
substitute words with similar words—“fire for gaslight” (Jakobson 1990, p. 126) for
example, both invoking flame. Metonymy is typical of the second form of aphasia
that makes this sort of substitution of words for similar words difficult. An aphasic
of this sort unable to recall the word “black” would be more likely to use the word
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“dead” than the concept “a dark color” (Jakobson 1990, p. 125). In this second,
metonymic form of aphasia, relations of similarity, “fire” and “gaslight,” are
blocked, but relations of contiguity are not. There is nothing similar about the color
black and the phenomenon of death. They are contiguous however because the color
black is worn on the occasion of death. The classic “crown” for “queen”/“queen’s
government” is a metonym rather than a metaphor because it does not at all imply
that the queen is somehow similar to a crown. Rather, it plays upon the contiguity of
the queen and the crown she may wear. On the other hand, the lover who asks,
“Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?”, if she or he decides to do so will be
indicating similarities between the beloved and a fine July morning with all of its
warmth, pleasantness, and possibility.

Metonymy occurs on TOF through the use of extreme views, actions, symbols,
and spokespersons to characterize more mainstream and complicated ideas, events,
or movements. Take the following example form O’Reilly’s “Talking Points Memo,”
the monologue segment that usually kicks off the show:

[T]here is no doubt about the intention of NBC News/Washington Post analyst
William Arkin. As we’ve been reporting, and most left-wing media ignoring,
Arkin believes U.S. forces are mercenaries and are lucky Americans don’t spit
upon them. . . . Arkin says this: “The torrents of other nail-biting, fanatical,
threatening, represent the worst of polarized and hate-filled America. I’m not . . .
apologizing for being critical of the military.” . . . It’s funny, he objects to a quote,
‘hate-filled America,’ yet apparently doesn’t understand that his anti-military
screed is off-the-chart hateful and hurtful to our warriors and their families. But
that is the far left for you. Ideology over everything else (TOF, February 8, 2007).

Arkin here is not taken as a representative of others who, in O’Reilly’s terms,
similarly hate the military. Rather, O’Reilly construes Arkin’s perspective as
representative of “the far left,” a construction that includes many who would strenuously
disavow hatred of the military. Whatever Arkin actually said or meant, he is represented
as hating the military and then used to represent “the far left” in general not because of a
necessary similarity between his argument and theirs, but because of his political
contiguity with them. In TOF’s metonymic logic, Arkin hates the military, Arkin is part
of the set far left, and therefore the far left hates the military.

Another example is O’Reilly’s frequent use of metonymy against the ACLU.
Based on their efforts to challenge the constitutionality of no-fly lists and the legality
of interrogation techniques used on military detainees, O’Reilly asked Newt
Gingrich, a frequent guest on the show:

All right, and that brings us to the other group. And you know, certainly ABC
News is a responsible organization. They made a decision. And the folks can
decide for themselves whether—who they agree with. The ACLU, I think, is a
grossly irresponsible, irresponsible organization that is going out of its way to
help Al Qaeda, that I don’t think ABC News is in that category at all. I mean, I
think they’re doing what they think is best for the country. The ACLU is doing
what they think is best for the country they envision, not the country we have
now, but certainly is aiding and abetting the enemy. Do you agree? (TOF
December 12, 2005, transcript Media Matters 2005b).
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O’Reilly’s representation of the ACLU bears little resemblance to a complex
national organization with institutionally distinct state chapters, and a variety of
objectives, programs, and thematic areas of focus, but rather is characterized by
associating it with Al Qaeda and Al Qaeda’s objectives. According to
O’Reilly’s logic the ACLU’s opposition to no-fly lists and harsh interrogation,
things that Al Qaeda presumably also opposes, represents a contiguity of
objectives that puts them on the side of Al Qaeda. O’Reilly uses a strategy of
representation here where the part describes the whole, where a legal challenge
to no-fly lists and certain interrogation techniques describes the entire ACLU in
the most polluted anti-American terms. It is important to distinguish metonymy
from metaphor here. There is really no similarity whatsoever between Al Qaeda
and the ACLU. The one wants to terrorize and presumably destroy the
American political-social-legal-economic order. The other wants to defend
constitutional liberties and legal protections within the American legal system.
In order to relate them, O’Reilly relies on the metonymic logic of contiguity
which is much easier to establish and still effectively pollutes or sacralizes its
object.

Genre

The genre of the show plays an important role in establishing the significance of
what occurs in any given segment. The genre helps to pre-categorize the
meaning of what is happening. In a comedy, someone says something terrible to
someone else—“I could kill you!”—and it is a punch line, laughter ensues, and
the plot and characters move on to new high jinks. In a drama, the same line
becomes, perhaps, a key hook for the action, an indication of what is happening
between the characters, and an issue that needs to be resolved. In a mystery, the
line might be a clue or a threat. The line is the same, but the narrative and
symbolic expectations are different.

In TOF the predominant genre is romance. The term is used here following
Jacobs (2000), who writes that in romance “the hero has great powers, the enemy
is clearly articulated and often has great powers as well, and the movement takes
the form of an adventure with the ultimate triumph of hero over enemy” (p. 11).
This corresponds closely with the polemical style of TOF and the format of the
interpretation drama. In each segment O’Reilly either with or against his guest
struggles against people and events that are aligned with the polluted side of the
binary structure of the deep meanings of the show. The significance of the
romantic genre has important implications in part because it transforms the
O’Reilly persona into a hero. This proposes a strongly positive frame for
interpreting O’Reilly’s performances. It creates a kind of background framework
of meaning that helps to preserve some sense of what is going on when the
meaning structures of the show become jumbled and break down, as they
occasionally must. A good example of this is O’Reilly’s sensational interview with
Rep. Barney Frank about Frank’s role in the collapse of Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac on October 2, 2008. It starts in the direction of a classic O’Reilly metonym,
suggesting that because Frank and the Democrat members of congress used these
institutions to promote homeownership for lower-income people, they were
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responsible for their collapse. The interview is striking, however, because it rapidly
devolves into an outraged screaming match between Frank and O’Reilly, who
accuse each other of lying, stupidity, bullying, ranting, a lack of manliness.
O’Reilly normally retains a relative calm during his interviews, and sticks to the
script suggested so far which means that in the semiotic world of the show he
normally wins his arguments. In this case, the show’s normal construction of
victory collapses, and it is unclear who is right and who is wrong. In these cases
where the normal meaning structure of the show lapses, threatening confusion, the
heroic genre helps to close this semantic gap. One may not understand the outcome
of the Barney Frank interview in terms of the deep meaning structures of the show,
but at least one can connect it to the romantic genre to understand what was at
stake in the fact of their fighting.

Affective appeals

The dominant emotional aim of TOF is outrage. Metonymic arguments employ the
extremes and impute them to more widespread and important, but also nuanced and
moderate positions by association. This makes the utterly extreme case matter as a
token of the nature of the less extreme. The show’s metonymic logic thus lends itself
to bringing in events and statements that violate the sacred pole of the show’s
binaries in the most egregious way, creating the potential for linking the engine of
affective outrage to O’Reilly’s arguments. On 18 January 2007, for example,
O’Reilly reminds viewers that:

You may remember last year, Vermont Judge Edward Cashman sentenced a
man who sexually abused a 6-year-old girl over a four year period to 60 days
in jail—60 days. Cashman wanted rehab for the predator, but after our
reporting, he had to up the sentence to 3 years—still far too lenient (TOF 18
January 2007, transcript Fox News 2007b).

Such a perversion of justice and a polluted failure to protect of the sacrality
of the child invokes this kind of outrage. Outrage also finds an important
channel onto the show through its conservative guests. They are often invited to
pursue some issue that they are angry about. A good example of this was the
segment from 27 February 2008 entitled, “Illegal alien kills four children in
Minnesota.” In it, US Representative Michelle Bachman comments on a story
where a woman who illegally immigrated to the United States from Guatemala
drove her van into a school bus, killing four children. The driver had been
ticketed for driving without a license in the past, but was never identified as
being in the country illegally. “This is an issue of anarchy versus the rule of
law,” Bachman argued on TOF, “and if we can’t get outraged about the deaths of
four innocent kids, I don’t know what it’s going to take.” Bachman thus links the
driver, who was eventually convicted of vehicular manslaughter, metonymically to
the issue of illegal immigration. But the segment of the show also creates an
affective link between illegal immigration in general and outrage at the loss of
innocent American life. This is a frequent structural conjuncture on TOF, the
metonymic spread and association of outrage at a particularly egregious example
of something.
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Catch phrases

O’Reilly’s use of catch phrases also plays an important role in TOF’s repertoire of
rhetorical techniques. These iconic utterances are used repeatedly to capture and
telegraph a complicated series of moral, political, and discursive tensions and
affinities in a compact, easily comprehensible signifier. One of the most pervasive
examples of this is O’Reilly’s use of the term “far left.” It occurs regularly on the
show, and has a kind of open quality including any individual, group, or issue that
O’Reilly associates with it. The term “far left” in the world of TOF immediately
refers to a radical fringe whose views have no merit, and consists of left-wing
politicians and fellow travelers who want to up-end the American dream. By
speaking of the “far left,” O’Reilly creates a far enemy that contains all of the most
outrageous characters and events, but also, by the logic of contiguity, threatens to
pollute the mainstream left with its anti-American views.

TOF employs a host of these catch-phrases with varying degrees of frequency.
The title of one of the show’s segments, “Pinheads and patriots,” provides a good
example of this. In the segment, O’Reilly identifies one “pinhead” from the news
whom O’Reilly typically associates with the negative side of one or more of the
show’s binary meaning structures, and a “patriot” associated with the positive side.
The loaded terms “pinhead” and “patriot” become even more heavily loaded by
associating them over time with the meaning structures of the show so that they
become a shorthand want of classifying actors and actions. In his October 23, 2006
show, for example, O’Reilly discussed the case of Tammy Skinner who shot herself
in the stomach while 9 months pregnant and was tried for performing an illegal third
trimester abortion before a judge dismissed the case. O’Reilly says, “This woman
walks out free even though she filed a phony police charge and killed the baby. How
can that happen in America, how can this pinhead judge get away with this?” The
second sentence has a double symbolic resonance achieved first through the
invocation of America and second through the identification of the judge as a
pinhead—a word that on TOF has a close affinity for the un-American binary pole as
the opposite of “patriot.”

Another example of a semiotically loaded catch-phrase that O’Reilly
frequently employs is “the folks,” which he uses to refer to a moderately right
of center imagined populace that acts as a silent check for the ambitions of leftist
change:

The truth is that the economic and social justice theory is not taking root in
America, and President Obama is being stymied by that. We are a hardworking
country that gives more to charity than any other people on Earth. But we do
not respect handouts, especially when they might bankrupt the nation. That is
Obama’s dilemma. The folks are not with him philosophically, and I don’t
believe they ever will be (TOF, July 30, 2009).

TOF develops and employs this kind of catch-phrase with great regularity.
Examples include: the No Spin Zone; mainstream media; culture warrior;
traditionalist; secular-progressive; war on Christmas; and far left. There are,
however, many more of varying degrees of commonality. Taken together, these
catch-phrases comprise an entire interlocking vocabulary for invoking and
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reinforcing the overlapping structure of meanings on the show. Take the longer
quotation below from O’Reilly’s Talking Points Memo from the November 2, 2005
episode. I have highlighted regularly used catch-phrases, but also related terms
connecting the specific case to concepts such as culture war:

We are beginning an ongoing series of reports entitled ‘Religion Under Siege.’
There’s no question secular forces in America, led by the ACLU, want to wipe
out all vestiges of religious traditions in public. This battle is intensifying and
increasingly the press is becoming involved. The school board in Hillsborough
County, Florida has removed most religious holidays from the school calendar.
This after a Muslim student requested an Islamic holiday be included. Rather
than deal with the issue, the school board voted to wipe out all mention of
religious observances. We reported all this to you honestly and fairly, but I was
attacked in the Tampa Tribune newspaper—called a liar in a news article, and
viciously smeared by the paper’s far left character assassin columnist. This
disgraceful exhibition isn’t unusual—the far left forces in the USA will say
and do almost anything. But I’m holding publisher Gil Thelen personally
responsible for this shameful course of events. This is another example of a
national movement to remove all traces of religious education from the public
school system. Twenty years ago religion was not under siege in America, but
now it is—big time. And only you the folks can stop it. (transcript Billoreilly.
com 2005, emphasis added).

The invocation of “secularism” and “tradition” locates the dispute in the show’s
binary of traditionalist vs. secular-progressive. The notion of “battle” invokes not
only the show’s typical confrontational logic, but also connects this issue to the
broader culture war. The invocation of the far left ties the Tampa Tribune to the
fariness vs. bias binary as well as tying the broader issue of the elimination of
religious holidays to the continually recurring concept of the left-wing “mainstream
media,” and the notion that the far left will “say and do almost anything” appeals to
the facts vs. political spin binary. “Siege” again invokes the culture war. O’Reilly
concludes with an appeal to the “the folks,” conjuring an image of a vast, legitimate,
and right of center chorus that will judge the actors in the drama just described. By
the end of this short phrase the scene has been set as follows: on the one side of the
battle, the ACLU, the Tampa Tribune, a character assassin columnist, and secular, far
left forces besieging religion itself; on the other, O’Reilly, traditionalists, and the
folks defending religion. Despite the demographic realities of religious belief in
America, this brief paragraph efficiently transmutes a Florida school board decision
into a representation of an enormous culture war engulfing the nation and
threatening religion itself. This efficiency relies on the interplay between the show’s
deep meaning structures and the catch-phrases that iconically call them forth.

Thematic patterns

The themes covered on TOF follow two major cyclical patterns: a long cycle and a
short cycle. Long cycle themes relate directly to the binary structure of meanings on
the show, and represent a series of enduring commitments, such as O’Reilly’s
ongoing critique of the New York Times and NBC news as part of the liberal-biased
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mainstream media. Other long cycle themes include things like lenient sentencing
for criminals, the culture war, the ACLU, Fox News itself, illegal immigration, etc.
Short cycle themes are items from the news that the program focuses on over the
course of several episodes or over the course of weeks. Short cycle themes are
usually news events that closely correspond with the program’s deeper symbolic
interests, and are therefore reiterated over the course of several days. Headline topics
that are less relevant to these enduring interests of the program may be covered once,
but do not become the subject of a short cycle of coverage. The title list of
O’Reilly’s Talking Points Memo segment for the period September 9th to October
9th helps to demonstrate the play of long-cycle, short-cycle, and non cyclical
coverage:

& Putting American CIA Agents in Danger (9 September 2009)
& Analyzing Obama’s Health Care Speech
& Reaction to Obama’s Health Care Speech
& Remembering 9/11
& Assessing the Protesters
& The Collapse of ACORN
& Voting to Fund ACORN
& ACORN Scandal Rises to the White House
& Covering President Obama, Fair and Balanced
& President Obama, the Sunday Morning Guy
& Crisis in Afghanistan?
& Investigating Undercover ACORN Watchdogs
& President Obama, Nukes and Afghanistan
& Iran’s Lies Exposed
& Iran and Afghanistan: a Test of Leadership for President Obama
& Liberal One-Two Punch: Education and Media
& Will Far Left Bring President Obama Down?
& Obama Administration Talks to Iran
& President Obama vs. the Military
& More Bad News for ACORN
& 8th Anniversary of Afghan War
& Trouble Inside the Democratic Party? (9 October 2009)

All of these memos can convincingly be connected to the deep structures of
meaning of the show. For example, in the “Remembering 9/11” segment, one of
TOF’s producers conducts a sudden, hostile interview on the street with a person
associated with an organization that allegedly exposes CIA operatives, connecting to
the American vs. anti-/un-American binary. But this does not make this group the
subject of either a long or short cycle of TOF coverage. Perhaps they are not
prominent enough, or perhaps their objectives and strategies are too ill-defined, but
for whatever reason this represents a one-off topic. ACORN, on the other hand, a
group of community organizers whose representatives were caught in a sting
operation giving advice on running a prostitution ring and avoiding taxes, does
become the subject of a short-cycle. On 16 September, O’Reilly covers the story for
the first time. On 17 September, after an 83–7 Senate vote stripping ACORN of
federal funding, O’Reilly focuses on the seven Senators voting against the measure
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connecting their votes to irresponsibility with taxpayer’s money and of corruption,
before linking the scandal to the failure of the media to expose the group for
ideological reasons: “Forget it,” O’Reilly says, “The establishment media in
America has little interest in exposing left-wing corruption.” On 18 September,
the focus is on the abandonment of the group by Nancy Pelosi, and the efforts of
the White House to insulate the President against fallout from the scandal. The
issue then recedes until 24 September when O’Reilly turns to it again, this time
criticizing the questions that raised by some Congressmen about the legality of
the tactics used to expose the group (connecting it to the little guy vs. system
binary). Finally, on October 7 O’Reilly once more returns to the issue,
suggesting that corruption at the group may be wider and deeper than previously
expected, and also questioning why the Attorney General decided to go after the
CIA rather than, “a corrupt political group that influences elections instead.” The
ACORN affair made for a good short cycle because it embarrassed a large, left-
wing organization and created plenty of opportunities for forging metonymic
links between the group and liberal politicians.

Other short cycles from this list of topics include: President Obama’s policy in
Afghanistan and a potential rift between him and his military leaders; a growing rift
in the Democratic party over Afghanistan; the danger of Iran’s nuclear ambitions and
its significance as a test of President Obama’s leadership ability; and President
Obama’s media blitz on healthcare (doomed, according to TOF because “the folks”
do not agree with the President, discussed above). The 30 September “Liberal One-
Two Punch: Education and Media” segment, shows the combination of one-off and
long-cycle issues. A class in North Carolina was recorded singing a pro-Obama
song. This issue, not itself the subject of further analysis on future programs and
so a one-off, provided O’Reilly with a platform for analyzing the long-cycle
issue of liberal media bias and the special role of Fox News in combating that
bias, evidenced by the hatred the mainstream media has for Fox and O’Reilly
himself. He says in that segment, “[t]he attacks on the FOX News Channel bear
this [claim of liberal media bias] out. Fox News Channel is the only TV news
organization in the country where traditional/conservative voices are given a
prominent role. The left hates that, and the attacks on me, Glenn Beck and Sean
Hannity are unrelenting, personal and hateful” (transcript Fox News 2009c).
Compare this to a comment made by O’Reilly in his Talking Points Memo on
December 1, 2006: “As you may know, the far left in America is on a jihad to
smear Fox News. They hate us for a variety of reasons, the primary one being that
we give conservative and traditional opinion parity with liberal opinion. Most
other national news agencies tilt heavily left” (transcript Billoreilly.com 2006). The
occasion for this comment was Dan Rather’s accusation that Fox News parroted
Bush White House talking points, disputed by O’Reilly (and the Rather comments
were themselves the subject of a short cycle: first mentioned on 1 December, then
again on 18 December). The similarity in topic and tone demonstrates that the
theme is part of a long cycle where the issue is addressed multiple times over the
course of years.

This theme of the role of Fox and the bias of the mainstream media recurs
constantly over the years and episodes of TOF, making it one of the show’s most
enduring long-cycle issues. Taken together what these long and short cycles do is
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establish a thematic ground for the show that holds in view issues that matters on
any given day, in the short run, and in the long run. Sensational one off or short
cycle topics ensure the relevance of the thematic space of TOF to emerging topics
and issues. Short cycles allow topics that are the most suggestive and compelling in
terms of their connection to the other elements in the meaning structure of the show
to be developed and ascribed a heightened importance, and long cycles link the show
to issues of enduring importance and put a familiar topical signifier to the abstract
features of the deep meaning structures of the show. Fairness vs. media bias in the
abstract provides one level of meaning. Fox News vs. The New York Times
provides another, and the two echo and support one another by applicability to lots
of cases in the former and by a concrete object of sacralization/pollution on the
other. Finally, the intersections between these themes help to stitch this temporally
complicated thematic ground together, putting one off topics in conjunction with
long cycle topics, short cycles that link to various long cycles together, turning
one-offs into short cycles as they reemerge in the news etc. What this analysis of
thematic patterns shows is how TOF combines diverse and often idiosyncratic
themes from the news in a way that contributes to a cohesive and temporally
complete horizon of meanings for the show. Recurrence creates the impression that
one is following an ongoing story either over days or years, even if that recurrence
occurs only on TOF. There is a long-running battle between the New York Times
and TOF. But that battle only exists as a long-cycle in the semiotic world of TOF.
Nevertheless, every new episode in that drawn out struggle helps to reaffirm its
purported reality and significance.

Conclusion

The achievement of interpretive simplicity on TOF is complicated. A common
critique of news analysis shows in the mold of TOF suggests that they merely ape
the audience’s perspectives and prejudices. Even accepting that this is the end result
of a program like TOF, what this analysis shows is that in order to achieve this effect
the show relies on a meaning system involving numerous analytically identifiable
elements. Given the complexity of the TOF as a system of meaning, it does not do
the show empirical justice to try to reduce it to a mere parroting of the pre-existing
views of its audience or of a few simple techniques (Conway et al. 2007). A more
satisfactory explanation needs to take into account the active and constructive role
played by TOF as a cultural system. It does not simply present views from the
imagined perspective of an imagined audience. Rather, it creates a media space
structured by a semiotic network. Victory and defeat, sense and nonsense are
produced with such predictable political patterns on TOF because the semiotic
network that contextualizes their construction operates as an integrated system to
exactly this end. On TOF, the meanings of the news can be effectively simplified not
just because coverage of issues is partial or because the host is biased, but because
the semiotic structure of the show operates as a complex system for bringing new
events and interactions into alignment with its established structure of meanings. Of
course the conservative side always wins: they are on the sacralized pole of the
traditionalist vs. secular-progressive binary. Of course Democratic politicians usually
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come off looking badly: their party is metonymically associated with the ACLU
which in turn is metonymically associated with pedophiles and Al Qaeda. O’Reilly
loses his temper? He’s working-class Bill O’Reilly, standing up for the little guy or
for America. Because the structural logic of the show extends from the most abstract
and universally applicable level of deep meaning structures down to the most
specific level of rhetorical techniques deployed within interviews, the endpoint of
the interpretation of any given story that O’Reilly and the show’s producers choose
to cover is essentially determined from the outset; all that remains is the specific
slate of techniques and meanings that will be brought to bear from the panoply that
has been developed in the context of the show. In this sense, TOF is almost exactly
anti-hermeneutic. Where the hermeneutic circle moves from part to whole and back
in a recursive process predicated on doubt and second-guessing, TOF establishes the
whole of its interpretive grasp, and then aligns any given event, statement, or other
“part” with the pre-determined semiotic limits of the whole.

A corollary to the simplicity-complexity dynamic in the show that a structural
hermeneutic approach reveals is that a different interpretation of the phenomenon of
“infotainment” might be necessary. The journalist Bonnie Anderson captures the
usually derisory sense of the term, writing that, “One result of the ‘gimmicks’ and
the ‘cheap journalism’ designed to infotain viewers rather than inform them is the
dumbing down of the viewing public” (Anderson 2004, p. 29). But the analysis of
TOF presented here suggests that the reduction of infotainment to “gimmicks and
cheap journalism,” at least in the case of news analysis programs, oversimplifies
what are actually complex cultural artifacts and thus in a way misunderstands the
nature of their challenge to traditional journalism. What makes TOF and similar
programs distinctive is not that they simplify or “dumb down” the news but rather
that they substitute a dramatically different schema for constructing an account of
“what is happening” and “why it matters.” As noted above, any construction of the
“news” involves both simplification and the creation of hierarchies of significance.
As this analysis shows, what is unique about TOF is its particular slate of
simplifying techniques (e.g., the O’Reilly persona, the show’s distinctive deep
meaning structures) and its concomitantly distinctive answer to the nightly question
of what matters enough to make the program. While the traditional news broadly
understands this latter question as a matter of deciding what matters most among the
events of the day for its audience in general, on TOF the question is what matters
most given the show’s specific architecture of meanings. Thus, on February 18, 2010
when Joseph Stack crashed a plane into an IRS building in Austin, the top story on
TOF was titled, “Is the health care summit really a ‘trap?’”, referring to a planned
summit between Republicans and Democrats over proposed health care reforms. It is
only by understanding the structure of TOF that this hierarchy of importance makes
sense, because Democrats laying a trap for Republicans matters much more in the
semiotic structure of the show than a politically ambiguous attack on a government
building where workers at the IRS are the only obvious victims. Relying on the
meaning structure of the show to influence strongly the answer to “what matters”
creates the possibility of a denser network of meanings on TOF, because if one
understands and accepts its system of meanings, then every report and segment on
every episode can be understood in relation to these meanings. What this analysis
suggests is that the nature of the challenge that news analysis programs of the TOF
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sort pose to traditional journalism is not “gimmicks,” such as posing the news as an
argumentative debate between two clearly defined sides, but the fact that they offer
something traditional news typically does not: a pre-ordained answer to the question
of why a particular story matters. Every story on TOF matters because it relates to
the meaning structure of TOF. The challenge that TOF represents is less a matter of
dumbing the news down than of sharpening its significance to the point that it
engages in a distinctive transposition of journalistic questions where “why it
matters” becomes the dominant question, and “what happened” becomes a kind of
set up for getting to the interpretive heart of these programs’ construction of “the
news.” Even if the details of the event itself are obscured or distorted in a partisan,
argumentative fog, what is at stake with a particular issue in the cultural system of
TOF is always communicated with crystalline clarity to the point that it is not a far
stretch to re-imagine the ultimate point of a show like TOF to be the reproduction
and perpetuation of itself as a system of meaning.

From the standpoint of casual observation, this self-referential character of
TOF’s answer to why the stories it deals with matter, as well as its clarity and
consistency, contributes above all to the impression that TOF merely engages in
brute simplification and partisan propagandizing. This paper has sought to avoid
these kinds of characterizations of the show, instead focusing on its internal
mechanisms of meaning. What this internal, structural, and hermeneutic approach
shows is that the creation of a news-like cultural artifact that provides a
consistently partisan but non-dogmatic answer to why any given topic from the
vast range of issues it has covered over more than a decade of programming
matters, relies on a cultural structure comprised of various meanings and
techniques of interpretation that has the capacity to shape diverse topics and
mediated interactions into an inevitably recognizable and meaningful shape. That
capacity to connect events to meanings is far from obvious, automatic, partisan, or
brute, at least on a structural level. It is a striking feature of the program that this
cultural complexity is largely hidden by the superficial simplicity of TOF as an
exercise in partisan infotainment.

The limits of the structural hermeneutic approach employed in support of this
contention must also be acknowledged. The principle limit is the audience. What this
article provides is a close textual reading and analytic interpretation of how TOF
works internally as a meaning structure. In essence what I have done here is to
specify its parts and how they interact. How people view and understand those parts,
what they make of them, and how they incorporate them into their lives remains
squarely beyond the scope of this kind of approach. The enduring popularity of the
show indicates that something about it works in terms of its reception. This article
demonstrates the most significant interacting elements in the interpretation and
representation of meanings on the show. These two elements have no direct bearing
on each other however. What people make of the O’Reilly persona, for example, has
no bearing on the sociological fact that the persona is a mediated construct with
particular qualities that connect stylistically and symbolically with other elements of
the show’s structure. Likewise, the details of metonymic rhetoric on the show may
successfully collapse the distance between some person or event and the polluted
pole of a cultural binary for members of the audience, or they may not. This has no
bearing on the empirical validity of the identification of metonymy as a recurring
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trope on the show. Audience ethnography is needed to connect this structural
hermeneutic analysis to its effects on the audience and thus to the show’s popularity.
But without the kind of deep map of TOF as a cultural system presented here,
research based on audience interviews would be blind beyond the glaring limits of
the show’s surface.
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